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Download gates are a very useful tool in the
music industry. They provide an easy way to
help grow your following. The only problem is
which one you should use. There are plenty
out there and choosing can be hard.

We have personally tried just about everyone
there is and we aren't going to lie, there are
some decent ones out there. However, we
found that almost all of them have some
strings attached, are very messy and
confusing, none are mobile-friendly, very little
customer support, they spam tons of accounts
into your gates, tap into your meta- data,
collect your personal information, and
majority take forever to create a gate. We
were tired of it. There wasn't a place where
artists can go to simply create a gate with
ease in seconds and feel comfortable. We
have changed the game with The Husk.

The Husk is the world's first monetized
download gate that pays you to grow your
followers. 

We focused on innovating the download gate
industry by focusing on what artists and
network owners want; Simplicity, transparency,
user-friendly interface, and earning revenue. 

We have provided one of the simplest gates in
the world and have added amazing incentives
for all users.

Welcome to The Husk!

""After using The Husk, I
wouldn't even consider using

another download gate"
ACEJAX

OVERVIEW
-100% free (No one should ever have to pay for gates.)
-No ads, paid partners, subscriptions, or plans.
-No contracts, signups, registration, or personal
information needed.
-All you need is a SoundCloud account
-User-friendly (for both artist and downloader)
-Simplistic design with no confusing forms and minimal
steps. 
-Mobile friendly
-Create & edit gates on the go
-Create a gate within seconds
-Upload directly to our site
-No need for third party links
-No more copying meta data over to SoundCloud, gates
are applied instantly from The Husk.
-Overwrite previous gates instantly
-No more following excessive amounts of accounts
-Track your tracks stats in real time
-We pay you to grow your fanbase
-Earn revenue for every follower you gain
-Track your revenue in real time
-No more waiting months for statements
-Keep 100% of your revenue
-Direct payments via Pay Pal
-Users earn extra bonuses, as well as discounts on The
Drunken Coconut’s products and services.
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When it comes to creating a gate,
simplicity is the most important.
That’s why we are excited to bring
you the world’s simplest, and the
world's first monetized gate. Creating
your next fan gate has never been
easier. Simply connect, create a gate
with just a few clicks, and you’re
ready to go! No more confusing
layouts and copy and pasting links.
The Husk makes your life simple.

STILL NOT
CONVINCED?
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Don't just take our word for it!
Check out our testimonial
videos from artists & networks
around the world!

TESTIMONIAL VIDEO 1

TESTIMONIAL VIDEO 2
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$5 BONUS
We are giving every newcomer a $5 bonus
into their account. All you have to do is simply
hit "connect", create a gate, and you will earn
$5. Simple as that.
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